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Insights from Michelle Canaday, Esq.
Executive Director, 15th Circuit
Dear Volunteers, first I want to heartfully thank you for all you have done this past year.
It has been a full year since we have been in lockdown and have had to work off site.
I want to acknowledge all of you for hanging in there and continuing to advocate for our
kids during this exceedingly difficult time.
As some of you may be aware there is pending legislation that greatly effects the GAL Program and our
continued advocacy for our vulnerable children. The State GAL office has been working diligently in keeping the
local offices informed and providing any information that is requested from our Legislative body.
The GAL program has been working on legislation that would revise the current statute on the parent’s ability
to intervene and place a child with an adoptive family of their choosing outside of the dependency
process. This legislation we believe would be beneficial to our children’s ongoing stability in their current
placement usually with families that have had the children for an extended period. This legislation is a work in
progress, and we hope that we can get wide support for the bill so that it will become the law.
There are also two bills that are currently working their way through the legislature Senate. Bill 80 and
companion House Bill 1473. The House bill has some particularly good language that would be beneficial to our
kids who are aging out of the system. It puts in additional supports, by creating an office of “Continuing Care”
which youth can then access until age 26. It requires more supports for our youth in transition planning and
supports for youth who have already aged out. It also requires a “Face Sheet” for children with all the
important information about the child including their history, placements, and current situation. Most
importantly the legislation requires a multiple disciplinary approach when children are being moved and
enhanced sibling contacts when they are not placed together. It is especially important to find the best
placement as early in the case as possible to eliminate unnecessary moves which can be very traumatizing for
our children.
The last bill I will comment on is Senate Bill 1920, it has no companion bill in the House but does make
significant changes to the way the GAL Program advocates for children. Our Director Alan Abramowitz has been
updating you on this bill, but the gist of the bill requires the discharge of the volunteer and GAL Program once
the child reaches 10 years of age, and then the appointment of an “attorney for the child” that would advocate
for the child’s expressed wishes (this form of representation also requires attorney client privilege). The latest
amended version does allow the Judge to appoint the Guardian ad Litem Program after age 10, but at their
discretion. For Palm Beach County that would affect 475 children (minus those in DJJ/TPR status/special
needs). At the time of this writing the Senate Bill has been passed by the Children and Families Committee and
is now on its way to the Appropriations Committee. Please stay tuned for more to come on this bill.
Please Stay Safe,

Michelle Canaday

-

Circuit Director

Special note from Alan Abramowitz – Executive Director - Guardian ad Litem State Program.
Dear GAL Staff, Volunteers and Supporters,
A number of you have contacted me asking for more information on the legislative proposals, so
as we enter week 3 of the legislative session, I wanted to update you on a few things.
………………………………………..
Recently Senate Bill 1920 was filed by Senator Lauren Book for a hearing in the Senate Children,
Families and Elder Affairs Committee. This bill makes significant changes to the way children are
represented and includes a system where children under 10 get a GAL and Children over 10 get
a client-directed attorney from a newly established Office of Children’s Representation. The
proposed bill revises current statue to permit the appointed attorney to file a termination of
parental rights in the name of the child and requires the GAL office to identify possible conflicts
of interest amongst volunteers and to determine if volunteers present a danger to the child.
While it is the legislature’s prerogative to make policy changes like this, our office has
communicated our concerns that the construct proposed might not serve the best interests of
Florida’s children. Every day I am reminded of the importance of best interests’ representation
and the value of our approach – for kids of all ages, and we shared that in our bill analysis, as
required by the Senate Committee. This bill does not have a House companion bill currently.
Alan F. Abramowitz
Executive Director
MEANWHILE!

Speak Up for Kids
April 8th -5:30 -7:30
The Lake Pavilion
s. Flagler Drive
because everyone deserves
to be celebrated.
(tickets $85.00)
Can’t attend – send donation to

SPEAK UP FOR KIDS

https://speakupforkidspbc.networkforgood
.com/projects/51593-gift-a-birthdaytm.

LATEST FROM LIZ LIEBER
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Hello, Volunteers, Staff and Community Partners,

During a recent conversation with fellow stakeholders, I was reminded of a concept I had
previously come across in one of our Academy trainings, the four part series, The Discipline of
Self-Awareness, presented by Corrine Edwards, LCSW. In one of the later episodes, Ms.
Edwards talks about the difference between Empathy and Compassion; the distinction is
important for those of us doing this difficult work in Child Welfare. Empathy, which involves an
art of understanding with open acceptance, can easily lead to merging with other’s pain. This
“gateway of vulnerability” reduces the psychological distance between the professional and
the family, and the cumulative effect “chips away at your beliefs and previously held
schemata.” This state easily and frequently lead to vicarious trauma. On the other hand,
Compassion is a feeling of concern, but not fusion, with the families’ pain, being present and
mindful in our work but being apart. Ms. Edwards said bring compassion to your work and
save your empathy for your family. That was a powerful statement for me and it bears
repeating.
Her presentation has helped me to see the trauma and pain of the children and families that
we encounter every day and allow it to exist in a place where it is not overwhelming; we must
give ourselves permission to decouple the outcome of a case to our feeling about our
professional selves as helpers and healers. The message to let go of the attachment to the
outcome of a case, as you are not the outcome, still resonates.
A quote from Dr. Toby, from Vital Hearts, is equally informative: “Trauma is transforming and
it is impossible to know what the meaning of anyone’s private suffering may turn out to be.”
Of course, we do not know the meaning of a person’s trauma or the ultimate outcome for that
person, especially farther down the road. Give yourself permission, therefore, to unburden the
weight of responsibility, to separate your personal and professional sense of self and worth
from the case results, and to simply work each day with compassion and mindfulness. Ms.
Edwards ends with this: “Just do the work impeccably and let go of the rest.”
(If you need continuing training hours, this is a fine series to check out.)
Thank you everyone for your efforts to ensure kids have happy and healthy childhoods.
Liz Lieber, Program Director, Circuit 15.

LEGAL ON LINE with KATHLEEN CLENDINING, ESQ.
SPRING HODGE PODGE
As I write this article, it is still uncertain as to what court and visitation will look like when the
article comes out in April. Some of us will be fully vaccinated; some of us partially vaccinated
and some of us might be waiting for the vaccination. As I write this, our Senate and House are
discussing several laws that may or may not pass that could affect child welfare law. Look for
more on that for our next Advocate. Our program will keep everyone up to date as decisions are
made. Spring has sprung and there are lots of changes coming but one of the things we have all
learned is that we will adapt and do what we need to do to represent and help all our children.
We have all learned many skills during this pandemic that I hope we will take with us in the
future in our advocacy of our children. I think all of us are more confident in our abilities to be
effective over the phone and by video when we attend staffing’s, meetings and court. We have
learned how to use our phones and tablets to allow us to have better face-to face contact with
our children and their families and caregivers. I hope we continue to use these skills to allow
us to learn more about our children’s needs. Staffing’s or meetings that previously would be
difficult to attend are more accessible due to the ability to appear using technology. We can
save on travel costs and travel time.
During this time, we have all realized that getting together in large groups may not be
advisable. As a result, the amount of training and materials regarding child welfare that are
available through videos has grown. There are tons and tons of trainings on trauma, education,
psychotropic medication, human trafficking and so much more. An added advantage is you do
not need to leave your house or even dress up to attend. Many of these are recorded and can
we viewed in the comfort of your own home at a time convenient for you! If your child has any
specific issues or needs, now is the time for you to update your knowledge while gaining credits
you need for your annual certification. Check out the I am for the Child Academy website. It is
updated with new trainings all the time. Also ask you CAM if there is something specific you are
looking for. They may be able to direct you to other sites or upcoming trainings.
For those of you who have children in Palm Beach County Public Schools, be aware that the
summer vacation period will not be as long as it usually is. The last day of school in Palm
Beach County is June 18, 2021 and school starts back up on August 10, 2021. Now is the time
to make sure our children will have summer camps available. We can help make sure the
families know of food service pick-ups if needed. Our office usually has back packs available
for students who need them to start, so do not wait for the last minute to figure out what your
child needs are.
Right now, all of the Judges have a static zoom link that remains the same for all hearings. The
General Magistrate has a static link for her Judicial Review hearings. The only hearings getting
specialized Zoom links should be the Termination of Parental Rights cases that have heightened
confidentiality requirements. Make sure you have your link for your cases and make sure you
have practiced signing on to Zoom, using your video and testing your microphone. Many
Judge’s will not allow you to testify if your face cannot be seen on the video. It is preferred that
you sign on and are aware how to make sure that your phone or Tablet identifies you by name.
While it is not mandatory, I know it is helpful to clerks, Judicial Assistants, and Judges if you
add GAL Volunteer to your title as they are often looking at their screens and trying to identify
who is there.
M.Kathleen Clendining –Managing Attorney
Guardian ad Litem – 15th Circuit.

NEWS, NOTES, AND QUOTES FROM THE 15TH
DID YOU KNOW?
Virtual Courtroom etiquette!
With Courts gradually starting to resume hearings with the use of Zoom rooms, we wanted to
help flatten the learning curve and help you get more comfortable and prepared for virtual court
hearings. We expect the courts will use Zoom and other similar technologies to conduct virtual
hearings for the foreseeable future.
Here are some tips and tricks to help you prepare before, during and after your hearings.
Before the Hearing:
• Set up your computer or device somewhere quiet and out of the way if possible.
• Have your phone handy. If you need to communicate with your CAM or attorney during the
hearing, text is the best way to do so. If they need to communicate with you before or
during the hearing, this is likely how they will do so.
Signing into the Hearing:
•
Log into the Zoom waiting room several minutes before the scheduled hearing. Your CAM
or attorney will advise you if there is a significant delay in start times.
•
Set your Zoom ID to something that readily identifies you as the GAL. First name, last
name is required. No nicknames, initials, etc. No artificial backgrounds behind you.
•
Be present at your device at the scheduled start time. The judges are asking who
participants are and removing people quickly from the room if they do not respond. If the
judge does not recognize your name and you are not there when he asks you to identify
yourself, it will cause delays when the attorney has to try to have the court allow you back
into the hearing.
•
On docket days, Wednesdays in WPB courthouse, most divisions require you have your
microphone muted and camera off until your case is called. Once the case called, you can
unmute, turn camera on, and get ready to introduce yourself at that time.
During the Hearing:
•
Please mute your audio upon entering the hearing and remain on mute unless you are
testifying. When done testifying, remember to mute your audio again. If you are using a
computer to connect to Zoom, holding your space bar will temporarily open your audio.
Releasing it will mute your line again.
•
Please conduct yourselves as if you were in the Courtroom. In other words, please be
mindful, the Judge and everyone else participating in the hearing are seeing you. Maintain
your composure and a neutral expression at all times, even if you disagree with what is
being said. Remember, as in the actual courtroom, these hearings are being recorded.
•
Monitor your phone for text messages from your team. This is proper communication.
So, now that we have covered a few of the Do’s of Zoom hearings, let us see a few of the Don’ts:
•
Do not use nicknames or your phone number as your Zoom username? Zoom saves the
username last used between uses. Many of you use Zoom calls for other reasons. Please
make sure your Zoom username is appropriate for the hearing.
•
Do not turn mute off unless you are called to speak by the Judge or another attorney.
•
Do not leave your camera on and unattended. If for some reason you must step away,
please stop transmitting your camera.
•
Do not send messages through the Chat feature. Even if you send the message privately
to another user, it will appear in the transcript of the hearing.
Thank you for your continued dedication!
Warm Regards,
Your Senior CAMS,

Shari, Jackie and Carol

FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
RECRUITMENT TEAM
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF RECRUITMENT
A BIG Thank You to All our GAL Volunteers.

Beth

Christie

Our Advocate articles usually outline what the recruitment team has been doing for the past
quarter. This time, we wish to express to all of you how we feel about what you, our wonderful
volunteers are doing for the staff and the children in the system who need us the most.
You are our ROCK STARS!!
As usual, when we request assistance, you are always on the ready and step up to the fore front.
Your desire to make a difference spreads throughout the program like wildfire, igniting others to
do the same. It is best shown in your passion and commitment in all you do for the children and
our staff. The children we serve are blessed to have you as their advocate and their voice. You are
teaching the families to be better parents and helping them by referring them to the correct
services. Keeping families together is your ultimate goal and the job you are doing is exceptional.
You are unselfish and giving. Thank You!!
So much is occurring in our world each and every day and policies are forever being changed. It is
hard to keep up with all the new resources and legislations, but your thirst for knowledge is
explosive allowing us to continually add new trainings to our calendar which are being attended by
more and more volunteers and staff every day.
Please keep up the great work. We know it can get tough and the commitment is great, but you
are the force on your case, the one who will be there no matter what. Your time and desire to
assist may be all the child has and trusts. We ask that you spread this enthusiasm to your friends,
colleagues, and the community at large. We need many more of you to serve the 1,700 children in
the system, in Palm Beach County. You have the answer to make the difference and Recruitment
appreciate all referrals and any ideas on where we can go to present our program. Please email
Christie.geltz@gal.fl.gov or beth.zigler@gal.fl.gov anytime with your suggestions.
We have also been scheduling Community-wide informational sessions online each month, where
a community can come together to learn all about the role of a volunteer in our program and ask
questions. These sessions will be posted on the website, Facebook and Nextdoor each month, so
please pass out the link when it is posted.
You are our future. We know it is tough right now, but hang in there baby, we promise it is worth
it !!!
Christie Geltz – volunteer recruited

// Beth Zigler - volunteer recruiter

15TH CIRCUIT PALM BEACH COUNTY

Dear GAL readers and members of the GAL Book Club. Our next
reading discussion will be at the end of April. This will give you
time to acquire and read a very interesting book.

REDEFINING NORMAL -by –Justin & Alexis Black.
He is Black and younger, she is White and older! In a stark. In a
stark and wholehearted true story that shares how two
individuals on separate paths found each other. Alexis and Justin
merge their course into one full of hope and purpose. Hand-inhand, with a desire to help others, they learned to reject the
abusive patterns of their past, thereby intentionally breaking the
cycle of generational violence and unhealthy behaviors.
•

ALEXIS : “I was 13 when I became an orphan and a ward of the state. My mother had died years earlier
and my father had just been sentenced to 15 years in prison. At 20, when I was a junior in college, there
was much I had yet to understand about the way trauma had shaped my understanding of life and love.”

• JUSTIN: “ Due to my parents drug addiction and neglect, I entered foster care at 9 years old. I lived in four
homes over the next 12 years. With no parental support, I arrived at Western Michigan University at 19,
my sense of self extremely fragile. Chaos, poverty, and violence had profoundly influenced my
understanding of the world and my place in it.”

Words on an index card – What the statistics say:
• 65% of children in foster care experience seven or more school changes from elementary to high
school. Foster youth lose between four and six months of educational progress with each school
change.

• Only 56% of foster youth graduate high school while less than 3 % of foster youth graduate from
College.

Our next zoom meeting for our round table discussion is tentatively scheduled for TUES - APRIL 27th- 5 pm..
I will send out a text message with the correct time and sign in instructions, a week prior to
the meeting.
Ellen Kranzler – bibliophile6452@comcast.net – 561-704-4161 – office -561-355 – 4511.
Contact me if you are unable to get a copy of the book and we will work out delivery
options.

SPEAK UP FOR KIDS
OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
I reflected on the past year and how you all jumped in and did all you could to ensure the children you pledged to
support are indeed taken care of and their best interests served. Most of you know I have dedicated 30 years to
advocacy, and in that time, I have seen a lot.
Nothing compared to the upheaval of the past year, but who knew a worldwide pandemic would not stop the
efforts of Speak Up for Kids and the Guardian ad Litem program? I knew you were all diehard advocates. I knew
you lived and breathed the mission. I knew you were devoted to heartfelt advocacy. Watching everything
unfold cemented for me that you all are CHAMPIONS!
cham·pi·on
/ˈCHampēən/
noun
a person who has defeated or surpassed all rivals
You have defeated everyone who expected our most vulnerable to fall through the cracks and get lost among all
the mask, sanitizer, virtual school, and toilet paper shortage discussions. With all you were personally
combatting, our children remained a priority, and as I write this, my eyes are filled with joyful tears, and my
heart is overflowing. All I can say is THANK YOU!
This month we observe National Child Abuse Prevention Month, which recognizes the importance of
communities working together to help families thrive and prevent child maltreatment. During this month, please
share with your circles of influence the many ways they can help a child succeed. If you are on social media,
please share our posts as we unite to engage communities around protecting children.
On April 8th, we are hosting our inaugural Gift-A-Birthday Event to benefit the almost 1,600 children involved in
foster and dependency in our county.
Feeling cherished, celebrated, and honored are essential, and we aim to fund a birthday party for every
child…because it important!
If you haven’t purchased your ticket as of yet, visit ww.speakupforkidspbc.org to secure your space. COVID
protocols are in place, and space is limited. If you cannot attend the event, please donate and encourage others
to contribute to the cause at https://speakupforkidspbc.networkforgood.com/projects/51593-gift-a-birthdaytm
National Victims’ Rights Week 2021 is observed from April 18 th – 24th. Advocates, victims and their families,
community partners, and other stakeholders come together to share stories of survival, justice, and resilience.
Make sure you stay connected on Facebook for any event updates.
Your work and devotion fill me with gratitude and hope for the future. Thank you for serving as CHAMPIONS for
the most vulnerable and speaking up for those who would be left silent otherwise.
United with you in the mission of 100% advocacy,

Coleen La Costa

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!

Editor’s note – Here are two new organizations ready to mentor and/or help
obtain scholarships for our kids, something to keep in the back of your mind.

Meet “Fathers Purpose”
We are NOT just another nonprofit organization. We are a commitment to children
disadvantaged by crime and poverty. We believe that with proper support and
guidance in navigating the obstacles their circumstances come with. Through the
collaborative efforts of our mentors and team we teach life skills to build a
foundation of success. The core lessons of our curriculum focus on self-awareness,
discipline, habit building, goal setting, and charity. Our investment to at-risk youth is
an obligation to our communities and our children. Our only mission is to serve
children affected by crime and living at the poverty line as a pillar of support they can
rely on.
Our love for our community fuels our passion for our work. The support of our
community has allowed us to have regular programs within our Girls and boys Group
homes, youth treatment rehabilitation facilities and youth obligated to complete
community service hours via the Department of Juvenile Justice. We are making
good on our promise to South Florida’s children, but we must do more. It is through
the generosity and dedication of the community that we have been able to get it
this far. Our message is for those who believe in our message and want to join us in
our pursuit of our mission. For more information about joining Fathers Purpose,
please visit our website at fatherspurpose.org.

Contact: 954-758-3416
Email: Info@fatherspurpose.org
Website: Fatherspurpose.org

Address: 12425 NW 54 Ct
Coral Springs, FL 33076

Dear Community Partner – The Guardian ad Litem Program,
Like you, we know collaboration is key in providing support to families in need, especially
in the midst of unprecedented times. As a result – now more than ever – communitybased organizations can benefit from sharing each other’s resources with the families we
all serve. With that in mind, we will continue to host bi-weekly Lunch & Learn Sessions for
our community partners and families. Call us to find out the date of the next Lunch and
Learn , (904-352-2250 / 904-595-6814 ) and join us for the next webinar.
We discuss ways we can collaborate, in addition to providing detailed information about
eligibility and how to apply for the five scholarship programs we administer at Step Up For
Students:
• Florida Tax Credit and Family Empowerment scholarships for lower-income families
• Gardiner Scholarship for children with certain special needs or unique abilities
• Hope Scholarship for public school children who are bullied
• Reading Scholarship Accounts for public school students in grades three to five who
struggle with reading.
We will also have members of our operations team on hand to answer your specific questions.
We hope you will be able to join us at our next Lunch and Learn.
Also, feel free to share this information with your colleagues and families.
We so look forward to getting to know each other better!
Gratefully,
Stephanie Love
Melissa Jaramillo
Outreach Manager, Step Up for Students
Outreach Manager, Step Up for Students
(904) 352-2250
(904) 595-6814
P.S. Do you know someone who might benefit from a Step Up For Students Scholarship for the
2021-22 school year? Tell them to visit www.StepUpForStudents.org to learn more.

GALs of the MONTH
Dec
Richard Gardino

Dec.
Nancy Tilkin

Jan
Georgina Cohen

Jan
Heather Vinas

Feb
Andres Ponce

Feb
Jennifer
Dubino

JL –TEAM

TO ALL OF OUR
GREAT STAFF
THANK YOU FOR
ALL THAT YOU DO!

JM – TEAM

Dec
Zara Brenner
Dec
Leslie Scheper
Jan
Deborah
Nuessly

Dec
Ambrogina “Gina” Shugar
Jan
Randi Gold

Feb
Laura Mosconi

JO – TEAM

Jan
Ellen Cordrey
Feb
Shannon Shiell

Feb
Barbara Goldberg

JS/JA –TEAMs

JK –TEAM

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE GALs OF THE MONTH
AND OUR HARD-WORKING GUARDIAN AD LITEM STAFF

THE
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33401
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FAX – 561-355-2717
www.galpbc.org

Circuit Director:
Michelle Canaday,
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Program Director:
Liz Lieber
(561) 355-1166
liz.lieber@gal.fl.gov

Managing Attorney:
Kathleen Clendining,
Esq
(561) 355-1124
kathleen.clendining@gal.fl.gov

CONDOLENCES:
To The Race Family on the passing of
CHRISTINE RAE RACE
Volunteer Guardian ad Litem
Lee Turco her GAL CAM, said “she was the
most special person you would want to meet.
She was an exceptional GAL, working on 3
cases at the same time. She will be a loss to
her family, to the Guardian ad Litem
Program and the children she worked so
hard to help.
In lieu of flowers, her husband requested all
donations to be sent to Speak Up for Kids, in
her name.

Don’t forget to
wear BLUE
during the
month of April.
BLUE the color
for helping to
Prevent Child
Abuse!

